
Resolution against Perverted & Provocative Content on OTT, films, social
media, & other platforms, which are destroying our Civilization and are the
main cause of increasing rapes.

With the blessings of His Holiness Swami Paramatmanand Ji, Secretary General &
Convenor of Hindu Dharma Acharya Sabha, we, the undersigned members of non-
government organizations, in the presence of Shri Uday Mahurkar, Chief Patron,
SaveCultureSaveNation Mission, Ms. Yogita Bhayana, founder of People Against
Rapes in India (PARI), and Shri Pravin Chajjer, Past President, Lions Club
International, pass the following resolution addressing the Government of India,
Government of Gujarat, other state governments in the country, leading NGOs,
captains of the film, TV, OTT, and social media industry, and other content-makers:

"We are passing this resolution to draw the attention of the nation towards a
horrendous situation which is developing in our society. Sexual perversion being
served in the name of creativity has assumed the dimension of a cultural attack
on our civilization, and because of this, the menace of rape has increased
manyfold. Ten years ago, the Nirbhaya rape case had brought the entire nation to
the streets. Today, even when infants are raped, no one cares, which shows the
loss of sensitivity in society to a horrendous crime like rape.

We are attaching a concrete study with this resolution which is based on national
and international inputs that conclusively proves that 90 percent of the rapists
have committed the crime only after getting provoked by sexually perverted
content. The study is important because, in India, a woman is raped every 16
minutes, according to official records.

The erotic visual content provoking the baser instincts of human beings is now
easily available on phones through social media platforms like Facebook, which is
leading to sexual promiscuity in teenagers. Worse, films showing sexual perversion
between father-in-law and daughter-in-law, sister-in-law, and brother-in-law,
and teacher and student on platforms like Facebook and Apps like Ullu App
threaten to destroy our culture. The content on platforms like Netflix, Max Player, Alt
Balaji, and many others platforms is almost equally disturbing.

Many among us believe that the situation on this front is irretrievable and that
nothing can be done. We do not think so. Our great saints predicted the final
destiny of Bharat to become a Vishwaguru. We strongly believe that' where there is
a will, there is the way'. Bharat can defeat this monster of Vyabhichar (perversion),
which is the main obstacle in its the path to becoming Vishwaguru. It is for this
objective that we all have united and joined the mission, Save Culture, Save Nation,
initiated by Shri Uday Mahurkar, to oppose in a firm but constitutional manner
those selling sexual perversions in the name of entertainment.



But for the success of such a big movement, we need the blessings and support of
all sections of society, including the Government and the saints. We believe that
when we take a pledge in school saying 'All Indians are my brothers & sisters' we
should be sensitive to the fact that our brothers and sisters are getting spoiled. We
are confident that if all right-thinking people come on one platform in this noble
cause the nation will succeed in this mission. This is a kind of yagna to take Bharat
to its final destination by defeating a monster standing in its path.

With the above-mentioned thoughts, we request the Government of India.
particularly Union Ministries of Information and Broadcasting and Communication,
Law, and Justice, to take up the issue by holding parleys with the concerned
people to give effect to the following suggestions:

1. Evolve a compulsory Ethical Code for film themes, dress, language, and all other

aspects of all forms of filmmaking, including ad filmmaking. 

2. Enact a Law or Laws that will make severely punishable anyone selling sexually
perverted content or breaking the proposed Ethical Code by deeming their
content as an encouragement to rape and other perversions and an attack on our
civilization.

3. To appoint a Joint National Regularity Authority to regulate and prevent sexually
perverted content on all audio-visual platforms (OTT, social media platforms,
films, ad films, etc.) with sweeping powers to punish violators by deeming them as
encouragers of rape and other perversions and attackers on our civilization.

4. To ban pornographic content completely and, as a first step, explore the option
of amending the IT Act and clubbing all the adult content in one group and
making it accessible to viewers only by their fingerprint or by showing their Adhar
Card or both. This will create moral pressure on perverted content viewers, which
will bring down the number of such viewers and, hence, the revenue of such
content-makers will come down automatically.

While maintaining that our intent is for evolving healthy films and against misuse
of various platforms in the name of creativity, we also address this communication
to the captains of the film, TV, OTT, and social media industries and other content-
makers, appealing to them to make films/content in a nation-First spirit,
eschewing sexually provocative themes, scenes, dressing, language, etc. so that
each film can be seen by an average family together".

This resolution was passed at the National Conference against Perverted and
Provocative Content held in Hotel Pride, Ahmedabad, on March 11, 2023.






